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“If this goes all Wicker Man on us,” Dale said, frowning 

through the windshield, “I’m blaming you.”

Vickie, in the passenger seat with her phone in one 

hand and a cluster of folding maps in the other, nodded 

absently. “Look at this. This is ridiculous. GPS has got 

nothing, one map shows a road the other map says is a 

river ...”

“Are we lost?” asked Emma, drumming her heels on 

the lower edge of the booster she insisted she was too much 

a big girl now to have to use. 



“We’re not lost,” Dale and Vickie replied in practiced 

parental unison. 

Then Dale went and ruined it by adding, “We’re just 

taking the scenic r--”

At that, all the kids – even earbudded and sunglassed 

Lauren, who’d been diligently ignoring everyone since the 

last rest stop – groaned. They had their own practiced 

unison. Three-part harmony. 

Under other circumstances, Vickie might have joined 

in; Dale’s ‘scenic routes’ had long since become a family eye-

roller of a bad joke. Since this particular adventure was her 

doing, though, she kept it to herself. Hadn’t been Dale’s idea

to drag them way the hell out here on what would probably 

turn out to be a wild goose chase. 

“Are there still roads?” Jacob, middle child in every 

sense of the word, strained the limit of his shoulder belt 

leaning forward to try and see ahead. “Remember that time 



it was regular road, then it was gravel, then it was dirt, and 

then it was just gone and we couldn’t turn around and 

Daddy had to drive backwards for ninety-hundred miles 

and it took forever? But I saw Bigfoot.”

“Oh, you did not,” muttered Lauren, slouching deeper 

into her window corner.

“I did! He looked like Chewbacca!”

“There’s road,” Dale said. “The road is just fine. Has 

power lines alongside and everything, see?”

Vickie glanced from her baffling bouquet of folded 

maps at a row of sagging wires strung between tarred and 

tilted poles, confidence not exactly bolstered. Still, it was 

some sort of sign of civilization, anyway. An improvement 

on the time Jacob was talking about, when Dale’s certainty 

they’d found a shortcut led instead to her wondering how 

long they could survive on car-snacks and juice-boxes. 



But sure, snark at her … Wicker Man, ha ha, very funny. 

Crazy pagan cultists, what else you got? Inbred cannibal 

hillbillies? How about a whole pack of Bigfoots – or would it

be Bigfeet? 

Dale kept on talking, brash and forced-jovial, 

reassuring the kids he’d only been joking. They’d be there 

soon. Had to come out somewhere, after all, didn’t they? 

Think of it as an adventure! 

Of course, he’d said much the same before the 

infamous several-miles-in-reverse episode … 

She watched more sparsely-forested wilderness roll by, 

looking wildfire-hazard dry in the dusty August heat. One 

careless cigarette butt, and whoosh disco inferno, here we go

again. What patches of shade there were seemed teeming 

with gnat-clouds, the sight alone making her itch. 

Why out here? What was out here, anyway? Shouldn’t 

it be in flat, open country? All fields and farmland? 



Wouldn’t that make more sense? Midwest-like, amber waves

of grain. Cornfields – though then Dale would have snarked 

about that Stephen King story instead. Wheat stalks tall and 

golden and topheavy, bringing in the sheaves. Silos poking 

like weird blunt-nosed rocketships. Barns, some tidy and 

red, some in picturesquely-weathered disrepair. 

Instead, they had this steepening backwoods tangle of 

hills and hollows, more suitable to making meth or 

moonshine than hosting a summer farmer’s market and 

bread festival. The last sign of anything approaching human 

habitation they’d seen had been a rundown, rusted trailer 

surrounded by a weedy dirt-patch, which was dotted with 

piles of either pony-droppings or the world’s biggest dog-

turds. 

At least they hadn’t run across a decrepit gas station / 

general store where some grizzled toothless old man would 

try to warn them off … 



Despite a sweltering discomfort the air conditioner on 

full blast still couldn’t quite dispel, Vickie shivered a little. 

Maybe Dale would be right to blame her if it went all Wicker 

Man on them. Fair enough. 

How could she have known, though? The scant amount

of information she had been able to turn up in her research 

suggested it was a legit event. In a legit town. A small one, 

perhaps. Quaint, and out of the way. Not on her GPS, or 

maps, but so what? Neither were the Amish, were they? If it 

was that kind of quaint, more homespun rustic than touristy,

okay, no big deal. Plenty of similar places did harvest fairs, 

Halloween stuff, pumpkin patches, corn mazes and haunted 

hayrides, without it being a crazy pagan cult thing or inbred 

cannibal hillbilly thing. Maybe they liked their privacy. 

Didn’t want throngs of tourists stomping around. Maybe 

they were Amish; would explain the lack of an online 

presence. 



Or, maybe it really was a wild goose chase, and she’d 

gotten her hopes up over nothing. 

Damn it, Mom, she thought. 

“So, did Nana Ruth just flip her lid?” Because of course 

Lauren’s uncanny teen-sense would prompt her to speak up 

right then, as if she’d read Vickie’s mind. “Is she, like, senile?

Alzheimer’s or whatevs?”

“Hey, don’t talk about your grandmother that way,” 

Dale chided. 

“I was only asking, gol!” Wasting, no doubt, a perfectly-

honed eyeroll behind the dark lenses. 

“Nana ran away from home,” Emma said. 

“Nuh-unh, she got kidnapped,” said Jacob. “’Ducted by

aliens maybe.”

“Oh, come on, now.” Vickie twisted around to look at 

them. “Nana wasn’t kidnapped, not by aliens or anybody 



else. She didn’t run away from home. And she did not ‘flip 

her lid.’”

Lauren muttered something inaudible and crossed her 

arms. If she slouched any further, she’d slither a boneless 

Hot Topic puddle into the footwell. 

“Then where’d she go?” Emma asked, all head-tilted 

innocence. 

Dale shot Vickie a sidelong, eyebrow-raised look. 

“Well, sweetie, that’s … why we’re taking this little 

road trip,” Vickie said. “To try and find out.”

Miraculously, either the answer sufficed or they all just 

figured it wasn’t worth pursuing further. Lauren tapped 

away at her own phone, probably updating her friends and 

followers on another tedious family vacation to nowhere. 

Jacob kept fidgeting, trying to see something out the 

windows – Bigfoot, aliens, who knew – and only getting the 

same rolling view of what was properly called ‘second-



growth’ but Vickie’s grandfather would’ve called 

‘shitwood.’ Emma had a toy unicorn in one hand and a toy 

dinosaur in the other; they were either dancing or about to 

mix it up in a deathmatch. Dale concentrated on his driving, 

though Vickie was sure he’d have a few remarks later on the 

subject of his wayward mother-in-law. 

As for Vickie, she sighed and compared the maps 

again, as if an obvious answer she’d missed the previous 

twenty times might suddenly appear amid the squiggles and

hieroglyphs. Had she gotten the directions wrong? Were 

they wasting their whole weekend? 

Damn it, Mom. 

It’d seemed to have been going so well, Ruth adapting 

to her long widowhood and empty-nestedness, settling in 

nicely to an active, independent life. She had the bakery, she 

had her garden, she had church and a senior ladies’ book 

club and Bingo and volunteering at the local food bank. 



But then, the hassles and harassment started. A teapot 

tempest over gay wedding cakes here, disputes over vegan 

this or gluten-free that or allergen-friendly the other there, 

carb-haters, anti-vaxxers, feeding the homeless, hate crimes, 

political correctness, pesticides, mis-gendering, activists 

banging on the various drums of their pet causes … and 

Ruth Avery somehow caught up in the middle of it. Until 

what had been a longtime source of joy and pleasure became

a dreaded burden, to the point where she couldn’t face going

to work in the mornings. 

So, closed the shop, sold the house, just like in the old 

Billy Joel tune. Only, instead of buying a ticket to the West 

Coast to become a stand-up comedian, Ruth had – as far as 

Vickie could piece together – relocated to a little no-name 

town in the high country ass-end of nowhere. With barely a 

word to her family, either. The last communique Vickie’d 

received had been an Easter card with cute bunny- and 



chickie-shaped bread rolls on the front, and a note saying 

she was fine, she’d be in touch, not to worry, just give her 

some time, she had a lot of thinking to do. 

Then, nothing. And nothing. And more nothing. Weeks

of nothing. Well, nothing except for Vickie’s brothers 

breathing down her neck. Wanting explanations. Expecting 

her to know, or figure it out. As if Mom were solely Vickie’s 

responsibility, and how dare she let this happen! 

What if Mom had fallen ill? Suffered a mild stroke or 

the onset of dementia? (otherwise known as flipping your 

lid). What if she’d been scammed or catfished? Scammers 

loved to prey on the elderly. What about the money? Mom’s 

savings, Dad’s insurance, the profits from the sales of house 

and bakery? What if she got swindled out of everything?

That, of course, being the main concern, both to Vickie’s

brothers and their wives, no doubt spurring them on from 

behind the scenes. The money, the money, the money. Their 



eventual inheritance, which Vickie knew for a fact James was

counting on to bail him out of debt, while Roger and 

Cynthia had been planning their dream luxury world cruise 

for as long as they’d been hitched. 

Admittedly, she and Dale would be able to find plenty 

of uses for their share when the time came – college wasn’t 

going to be cheap, Jacob would need braces, their other car 

was on its last legs – but this was Mom they were talking 

about! Making sure she was okay was the important part. 

“I have to pee,” Jacob announced. 

“Can you hold it a while, buddy?” Dale asked. “We’re 

almost there.”

It was Vickie’s turn to shoot him the sidelong eyebrow.

Emma decided to get in on the action, too. “I’m 

hungry!”

“There’s goldfish crackers and veggie sticks --” Vickie 

began.



“Don’t want go-fish and veggies! I want a Nana’s cim-

num roll!”

“Yeah!” said Jacob. “How come Nana closed the 

bakery? That was lame!!”

“Because people are stupid jerkfaces,” Lauren 

muttered. “All it takes is one damn Karen or Becky to ruin it 

for everybody else.”

“Lauren,” Vickie said. 

Dale chuffed. “Enh, she’s not wrong.”

“Who’s Karen an’ Becky?” Emma asked.

“They always wanna see the manager and call the 

cops,” Jacob said. 

“Whoa, whoa, whoa, okay.” Vickie made the time-out 

gesture with her hands. “One thing at a time.”

“But I do have to pee!”

“All right, I’ll pull over.” Dale slowed. “You can pee on 

a tree --”



“What about Bigfoot?”

“Yeah, don’t pee on Bigfoot, bud.”

“Guh-ross!” Lauren went back to her phone, then gave 

up in disgust. “There’s, like, barely any signal out here, 

either.”

Once the engine was off, a dozy and droning summer-

heat hush fell. Opening the doors was like opening an oven, 

but one that smelled of dirt and dry brush rather than fresh 

bread or cookies. Everyone but Lauren stepped out to stretch

their legs, Emma wanting to know if she could pee on a tree 

too. Sweat sprang to Vickie’s brow and pasted her blouse to 

her skin. She looked around, noting they’d lost the roadside 

power line sentries at some point. The road itself had 

narrowed, the asphalt rougher. She and Dale shared a wry 

glance of wordless communication. At least, so far, there was

still room to turn around … neither of them was eager for a 

repeat of the infamous several-miles-in-reverse adventure. 



Needs attended to, no sightings of Bigfoot or inbred 

hillbilly cannibals, they piled back in. The car even started 

on the first try, the air from the vents seeming a much cooler 

rush now by comparison. 

“Let me see the maps,” Dale said. He pored over them 

while Vickie rummaged in the snack-carton for something to

placate Emma’s tummy – raisins? no. beef jerky? no. yogurt 

pretzels? oh-kay but with a dramatic sigh copied from her 

big sister. 

“Any luck?” she asked Dale. 

“I think we should be on this road over here.” He 

tapped the paper. “It’s a thicker black line, anyway, not this 

skinny one I’m pretty sure we’re actually on. And, see here? 

I bet that’s a town. Or a park or something, at least. There’s 

the little green picnic table icon.”

“Can we get there from here?”

“If we take this shortcut --”



“The dotted line?”

“It’s only a mile or two.”

“If this goes all Hills Have Eyes on us,” she said, 

buckling her seatbelt, “I’m blaming you.”

He stuck his tongue out at her, which made Jacob and 

Emma laugh. And, presumably, made Lauren do another 

eye-roll behind her concealing shades. Moments later, they 

were on the move again, and soon enough reached what 

Dale reckoned had to be the turnoff onto the dotted-line 

road. The dirt road. The track. One lane, two ruts, scraggly 

weeds on the hump in the middle. 

The car bounced and jounced. A dusty rooster-tail rose 

behind them, while the already gritty and bug-splattered 

windshield obscured everything to sepia-toned. Dale hit the 

wipers, scraping clearish arcs, but didn’t even try the fluid. 

That would’ve turned it all into fan-shaped smears of gunky 

mud. 



Vickie wondered about the muffler or exhaust pipes, if 

they’d ignite those scraggly weeds, touch off that wildfire 

she’d been worried about. Jacob cheered the rough ride at 

first, then started making seasick-noises. Dale swore under 

his breath. Emma whined and fussed and threw the rest of 

her yogurt pretzels on the floor. Lauren ignored them all 

even harder. 

The incline steepened and the car didn’t like it, 

struggling uphill with tires kicking up sprays of dirt and 

occasionally spinning for traction. Dale swore some more, 

hunched over the steering wheel, brow furrowed in 

concentration. Nobody else dared make a peep, not even the 

kids. Dry, bristly branches scratched at Vickie’s window like 

dead fingernails. The trees had thinned into scrub, the 

terrain rockier and grassier as they neared what had to be 

the top of the rise. 



Then they cleared it, and Dale hit the brakes almost as 

much in astonishment as relief. “Well son of a bitch,” he 

said. “Would you look at this!”

Vickie would have, but couldn’t see much peering 

through dirt and bug-guts. As he fully stopped, she 

unbuckled and clambered out, shading her eyes against the 

clear, unobstructed sun. Though still hot, it felt summer-

pleasant now instead of stifling and musty, softened by an 

extremely welcome breeze. 

Ahead, and below, the land sloped away into a broad 

shallow bowl, a valley, a patchwork quilt of greens and 

golds and rich, warm browns. She saw trees in windbreak-

rows, rambling rock walls, wooden fences … barns and 

stables, silos, fields, pastures, meadows … white linens 

billowing on clotheslines outside of quaint picturesque 

farmhouses, equipped with old-fashioned wells and 

windmills … 



The others had also emerged from the car, Dale with 

Emma boosted into the crook of his arm, Jacob excited, even 

Lauren expressing some actual interest for a change. 

Dale winked at Vickie, and mouthed, “Wicker Man ...”

She elbowed his ribs. “Oh, hush.”

“Totes Midsommar,” Lauren remarked, which drew the 

attention of both of her parents. 

“How do you know about --” / “Where did you --” 

they began at the same time. 

“What? It’s online. Everybody’s seen it.”

“Isn’t it rated R?” Dale asked. 

“Yeah, there’s like, gore and naked people, so?”

“We can talk about this later,” Vickie said. “Anyway, it 

isn’t Wicker Man or Midsommar. See?”

To be fair, there were several horse-buggies in view, but 

there were also pick-up trucks and tractors, farm equipment,

and long silvery spindles of irrigation systems spraying arcs 



of water that glimmered a misty rainbow haze above the 

growing crops. Power lines and telephone poles were in 

evidence, and spinning wind turbines dotted the hills. Most 

of the farmhouses had solar panels and satellite dishes 

mounted on the roofs. To the north, bright and new-looking 

and clean, was some sort of sprawling agricultural factory 

complex. Mounted on the largest building’s white walls 

were a logo of crossed golden grain-stalks on a green circle, 

and the block capital letters PGI. 

“That,” said Dale, pointing with the arm not supporting

Emma, “must be the road we should have been on.”

It swept gently in from the valley’s far side, looking 

smooth and even, with lane-marking lines freshly painted. A

steady stream of vehicles, both motorized and non, moved 

along it. 

Some were bound for the factory, others a picture-

perfect little town straight from Hollywood’s notion of the 



wholesome American midwest heartland. It sported a brick 

courthouse with clock tower, pristine church steeples, tidy 

businesses lining what was almost certainly called Main 

Street, and a landscaped park square complete with 

bandstand.

Most of the traffic, though, centered on what appeared 

to be temporary dirt-grass-and-gravel parking lots 

surrounding an open meadow, where clusters of tents and 

booths had been set up amid open-sided exhibit halls. There 

were a few carnival rides – a small Ferris wheel, a merry-go-

round, a kiddie-coaster – and midway games. Multi-colored 

pennants flapped briskly in the breeze, strings of lightbulbs 

promised bright illumination after sundown, and a large 

banner hung suspended between two flagpoles by the 

entrance gate. 

GRAINVILLE LAMMAS FAIRE, it proclaimed. JULY 

26 – AUGUST 8. 



The second they saw that, well … 

“Guess we’re going to the fair,” Dale said, making a 

show of sounding resigned. But Vickie knew him too well; 

he was already anticipating deep-fried everything on a stick.

“Yesss!” Jacob jumped around in a hectic dance, 

pumping his fists. “Aw yeah! The fair!”

Even Lauren perked up some, though she tried not to 

let on. Brooding Hot Topic sullenness couldn’t compete with

the allure of throwing darts for cheapass prizes. 

“All right,” Vickie said, “but remember, we’re here to 

--”

“Yeah, of course,” Dale said. “Look how busy it is, 

though. Everyone in town must be there. If your mom’s here

anywhere, that’s where she’ll be.”

They piled back into the car again, buoyed by relief and

optimism such that they hardly noticed the switchbacked 

dirt-road descent into the valley. Emma, squealing in 



delight, announced each sighting of sheepies or horsies or 

cows as they passed through farmland. Jacob was more 

concerned about whether the fair would have ‘good’ rides, 

not just ‘baby’ rides, and if he’d be tall enough. Dale seemed 

lost in daydreams of beer-battered this and bacon-wrapped 

that, and a greasy block of curly fries as big as his head. 

“I guess it can’t be too bad,” Lauren said, in a 

begrudging ‘the judge will allow it’ tone. “I mean, there’s 

finally a decent signal, at least.” 

They’d reached the actual town by then, which, up-

close, struck Vickie as almost too neat. Too clean. Planned 

and deliberate. Like a movie set, or a full-size version of a 

real-estate developer’s model, or the sort of thing the 

government built out in the desert to test their nukes on. 

Like the family housing community on a military base, or 

one of those long-term care and retirement villages done up 

so nobody could tell it was really all one big nursing home. 



God, could that be it? Had her mother decided, without

a word to any of her children, to pack it in and move to some

happy-happy Neverland for the old and infirm?

But, no … the people out and about, on the sidewalks 

and in the yards, visiting the businesses along – yes it was – 

Main Street … seemed a normal-enough mix of ages, 

ethniticies, and lifestyles. The earlier Amish-type 

impressions were countered by a coffee shop crowded with 

laptop-users, and a small but upscale high-tech electronics 

store. 

“Anyone else getting a Twilight Zone vibe?” Dale asked,

following it up by doo-doo-doo-doo-ing the theme song. 

“First Wicker Man, now Twilight Zone?” Vickie said, as if

she hadn’t been thinking along similar lines herself. “Great, 

thanks.”

“Hey, I’m just sayin’. Bet you it’s all new. Bet you, five 

years ago, this whole place was farmland. Independent 



farmers. Then Big Agriculture swoops in, buys it up, builds 

this nice little corporate town to house their workers, and 

there you go.”

“Maybe.” Vickie scanned the pedestrians, hoping 

against hope to catch a glimpse of her mother’s familiar 

features, but with no luck. 

They drove by the park, through a residential 

neighborhood – instead of tree-named streets such as Oak or

Elm, though, they were Wheat, Rye, Oat, and Barley – of 

cute-but-generic suburby homes, and past a small but well-

kept school complex with a sign reading GRAINVILLE K-12.

“They don’t even have a separate high school?” Lauren 

grimaced. “Lame!”

“Kids probably used to get bussed somewhere else, 

before the company took over,” Dale said, still going off his 

theory. “What do you think their sports team is? Maybe the 

Colonels? Get it? Kernels? Grainville Ker --”



“Da-a-ad!”

He laughed. 

With the school behind them, it was fields again, amber

waves of grain, misted by those glimmering irrigation-arc 

rainbows. Vickie couldn’t tell what kind of grain it was. Not 

wheat, not corn; beyond that, she was clueless. Instead of the

helpful placards often posted along highways to identify 

crops – potatoes, alfalfa, whatever – there were only 

occasional diamond-shaped signs sporting that same green-

and-gold PGI logo. 

She rolled her window down a few inches, ready to roll

it right back up again at the first whiff of manure or chemical

fertilizers. But the air blew in sweetly fragrant, smelling of 

rich soil and healthy growth, and a pleasant buttery-seedy-

nutty scent that made her stomach remind her she’d only 

eaten a packet of veggie-chips and some beef jerky since 

breakfast. 



Dale rolled down his window, too. So, after a moment, 

did Lauren. They all inhaled appreciatively.

“I’m hungry!” Emma declared again. “I want a bread!”

“Me, too!” said Jacob. “I want a bread this big!” 

“I hear ya, buddy,” Dale said. “Nice and hot, right out 

of the oven.” His stomach growled loud enough for them all 

to hear, making the kids snicker. “We’ll get some at the fair, 

okay?”

“Okay!” Jacob bounced in his seat. “Hurry-hurry.”

“Almost there.” Dale, slowing to join the line of cars 

waiting to turn into the dirt-grass-gravel lots, dug a 

crumpled wad of bills from his pocket. PARKING $2 ALL 

DAY, according to painted lettering on a board.

“And then I’m gonna go on the rides,” Jacob continued,

“and then I wanna see the llamas!”

“Llamas?” asked Vickie. 



He pointed ahead at the banner spanning the 

fairground entrance. 

Lauren sneered. “It’s not llamas, you dink. It’s 

Lammas.”

“That’s what I said! Llamas. They spit.”

“Lauren, don’t call your brother a dink,” Vickie said. 

“Jacob, she’s right, it’s spelled differently.”

“What’s Lammas, then?”

“Uh ...” She looked to Dale, but Dale only shrugged. 

A sandy-haired, freckle-faced teenager in jeans and a 

PGI ballcap and a high-vis safety smock had approached the

open window in time to hear them. “It’s a holiday,” he said. 

“Celebrating the first grain-harvest of the year. Goes way 

back.”

“Midsommar,” Lauren stage-whispered. 

“Lauren!” Vickie winced, expecting the guy to be 

offended, but he just laughed. 



“Aw, no, nothing like that.” He paused, eyes twinkling 

as he gave Lauren a mischievous grin. “Not much, anyway.”

Dale forced an unamused chuckle as he handed over 

two bucks. “Where should we park?”

“Just follow them, pull into the next spot. You folks 

enjoy your time at the fair, hear?” Flicking the brim of his 

ballcap, he strolled on to the next car in line. 

“Damn, I should have asked him about Mom,” Vickie 

said. 

“Plenty of people to ask.” As directed, Dale parked, 

and they got out, then did the usual prepping montage of 

applying sunscreen, unfolding the stroller, making sure 

everyone had a water bottle, and quizzing the kids on what 

to do in case they got separated. 

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY PGI, posters declared as 

they approached the ticket booth. Some also featured glossy 

enlarged photos of healthy fields like those they’d driven 



past, close-ups of grain ripening heavy on the stalk, mottoes 

about “the past is the future!” and plenty of buzzwords: 

“ultimate superfood” / “all-organic” / “protein-rich” / 

“vital nutrients.”

“Google’s got nothing,” Lauren said, squinting at her 

phone. “Not about grain or farming, anyways. Some 

conference-call online meeting company, some fireworks 

manufacturer, but yeah … nothing. Not even a Twitter. 

Weird.”

Admission was reasonable – five dollars for adults, 

three for children, under-sixes free. Hands stamped with the 

crossed-stalks logo in green ink, supplied with a simple map

and a booklet of discount coupons, they entered the bustling

fairgrounds. 

At first, it seemed like any other small-town country 

fair. The sights and sounds: brightness and color, hectic 

activity, competing music, happy voices, the clatter and 



whoosh of rides, midway barkers step-right-up-step-right-

up-win-a-prize, a lone balloon bobbing away into the sky 

trailing its string like a tail. 

But something … something was off … and it took 

Vickie a few minutes to figure out what it was. The smell. 

The smell wasn’t quite right. 

Oh, the underlying sawdust was there, and the straw, 

hints of livestock, that unmistakable eau d’ port-a-potty, 

metallic machine oil … missing, though, was the usually 

predominant melange of ‘fair-food’ aromas. Where was the 

charred-meat smokiness of burgers, bratwursts, pulled 

pork? The barbecue sauce, the onions? The fuming-hot 

grease? Where were the sickly pink wafts of cotton candy 

like cloying-sweet pollen adrift on the air? Where was Dale’s

bacon-wrapped, deep-fried everything-on-a-stick? 

What she could smell was … bread. 

Fresh-baked bread. 



Bread, bread, bread. Of multiple kinds: light and 

yeasty, dense and dark, the tang of sourdough, the 

heartiness of seven-grain. Banana bread, ripe and starchy-

fruity, laden with toasted walnuts. Cinnamon monkey-

bread. Garlic bread, sprinkled with herbs and parmesan. 

Cornbread. Flatbread. 

And not just bread. Buttermilk biscuits, Hawaiian-style 

soft rolls, hot-cross-buns full of currants. Bagels. Donuts. 

Cooked porridges. Flavorful baked granola, both loose as a 

cereal and formed into chewy or crunchy bars. Whole 

kernels of something popped like popcorn, but not corn, 

salted or seasoned or sugar-glazed.

Grainville, when it came to its namesake, did not mess 

around. 

All of a sudden more than anything else in the world, 

she craved a thick slice of bread, or perfectly browned and 

crisped piece of toast. 



It was her stomach’s turn to growl, but amid the festive 

fair-noise, nobody heard it. Lately, she’d been trying to cut 

back on the carbs, forestall that middle-aged spread; today, 

she suspected, her good intentions were going straight out 

the window. 

Not half a minute later, they did, when someone in a 

cheery cartoon loaf-of-bread mascot costume capered past, 

accompanied by two uniformed youthful attendants with 

pushcart warming-oven trolleys, offering samples. 

“From this year’s harvest’s first!” a ponytailed girl not 

much older than Lauren told them. She wore a white 

jumpsuit sporting the same PGI crossed-stalks logo, green 

high-top sneakers, and a smile healthy enough for a 

toothpaste commercial. “Try some and thank grain!”

Dale and Vickie shared another look at the “thank 

grain” – which, okay, sounded a bit culty-kooky – but none 

of them turned down the sample. The chunks of bread, each 



served in a small paper cup, were spongy and light, bursting

with a buttery-seedy-nutty flavor matching the scent from 

out in the fields. Emma, who usually fussed over crust, 

stuffed the whole piece into her mouth in one bite.

“What kind of bread is this?” Dale asked, but the loaf-

mascot and his attendants had already moved on, posing for

a hugging photo-op with a cheerful group of church-ladies. 

“A really good kind!” Jacob said. “Can we have more?”

“Take it easy,” Vickie said, though she felt the same 

way. “We just got here. Let’s see what there is to see, okay?”

“Okay!”

“But let’s start with the exhibits and stuff, not the rides 

and the games.”

“Aww, Mom!” But it was only token protest, and he 

followed along willingly enough as they proceeded to a 

wide thoroughfare lined with tents, stalls, and booths. 



Here, too, it wasn’t quite the same as she expected. 

Hardly any local political parties, roof-and-siding or 

window-replacement businesses, miracle cleaning product 

demos, or spa and hot tub sales … the overwhelming 

majority, even the handicrafts, toys, and souvenirs, were 

bread- or grain-related. 

No, clearly, Grainville did not mess around. 

She saw lots of farm-and-garden gear, from full-on 

industrial agriculture to miniature herbariums for the home 

… lots of kitchen and bakeware and appliances, from 

mortars and pestles up to the latest wonder gadgets … a 

woman dressed in medieval peasant attire was demoing 

grinding grain with a stone quern, while a headset-wearing 

man at the next stall over showed them how the new Insta-

Loaf could make baking a breeze … a father-and-son 

woodworker duo making and selling the most gorgeous 

cutting boards, bread boxes, and spice racks … decorative 



harvest-time arrangements of dried cornstalks and grain 

sheaves … pillows embroidered with bready proverbs and 

sayings … the author of a gluten-free vegan cookbook and 

the author of an old-school decadent desserts cookbook did 

signings at the same table while chatting amiably … tee 

shirts and bumper stickers sporting bread or grain puns … 

There was an activity area where volunteers helped 

kids make their own corncob or wheat-stalk dolls. There 

were baking-for-beginners workshops underway. A 

scholarly thirty-ish lady on a stage delivered a slideshow 

lecture on the history of cultivation, and how primitive 

humans had been gathering proto-grains thousands of years 

even before that. A robotics club displayed their Toaster-Bot,

which could turn an entire loaf into neatly-sliced, evenly-

toasted, butter-slathered portions. 

And, oh, there was bread. Bread in every shape and 

size. Round loaves suitable for turning into bread-bowls to 



fill with chili or chowder. Braided challah bread. 

Breadsticks, brioche, baguettes. Some kind of ricotta bread 

made from an ancient Roman recipe. Vacuum-sealed 

astronaut bread that would bake itself when the package 

was opened. 

One stall sold the popped kernels cooked like kettle 

corn, in several flavors – buttered, nacho cheese, caramel, 

jalapeno. Another had bulk bins of nuts, seeds, grains, and 

dried fruits to mix your own granola or trail mix. Sourdough

starters with pedigree certifications dating back to pioneer 

days were available. So were selections of flavored butters, 

olive oils, jams and jellies, and honey. 

As for the samples … 

Yeah, forget that cutting back on carbs thing, for sure. 

By the time they’d traversed the thoroughfare, Vickie felt as 

if she’d eaten more bread than she had in the previous year 

total. They’d bought plenty, too; shopping bag handles 



looped Emma’s stroller handles to the point the weight 

would tip it backward each time she demanded to be taken 

out. 

At the moment, though, their littlest was content to be 

pushed, occupied as she was with a pull-apart cheesy roll. 

Jacob, a purple Joker-grin of blackberry jam halfway to each 

ear, had talked his father into buying him a toy sickle made 

of Nerf-type foam, swinging it about, making swooshy 

noises. Lauren munched on mocha-cocoa-dusted popped 

grain, actually seeming to be enjoying herself. Dale hadn’t 

found beer-battered anything, but they’d nearly lost him for 

good at a booth where all the bread was baked with beer; 

he’d had to try a whole sampler flight and decided the ultra-

dark stout was his favorite. 

Vendors pitched magazine subscriptions and grain-of-

the-month club memberships. Recruiters advertised for 4-H 

club and Future Farmers of America and PGI farm-based 



summer camps. They caught up with Mr. Loafy, or whatever

the mascot was called, and had the ponytailed attendant 

snap a family picture. Vickie and Dale each entered to win a 

kitchen remodel, a family vacation to Mesopotamia (“cradle 

of civilization, birthplace of agriculture!”), and a year’s 

supply of microwavable porridge-bowls that made Quaker 

Oatmeal or Cream of Wheat taste like library paste by 

comparison. 

At a large open-sided tent with a communal oven at its 

center, they paid a dollar apiece to create their own bread-

critters, forming rustic raw dough into likenesses of turtles, 

owls, rabbits, or anything else that took their fancy. Jacob 

made a racecar, Emma a blobby thing she said was a 

dinosaur. Applying raisins or currants for eyes, sliced 

almonds for feathers or scales, sesame or poppy or pumpkin 

seeds for decoration, and other such finishing touches, the 



results were then given a quick egg-wash and baked golden-

brown. 

“Now, you could eat them,” said the hip-hop kid 

volunteer who’d helped them wrap up and box their 

completed creations. “Or you could take them home, cut 

them into four equal pieces, and place them at the corners of 

your room, house, yard, or property.”

“Why?” Dale asked, dubious. 

“For good luck, protection, and to give thanks to the 

grain. You could use ordinary bread, too. Homemade’s 

better than store-bought, of course.” Evidently seeing their 

skeptical expressions, the volunteer smiled. “It’s just 

Lammas tradition.”

Vickie nudged Dale to let it go. He did, but she knew 

the Wicker Man stuff was in his head again. Thank the grain, 

first-harvest, a weird bread-cult where people didn’t judge 

or argue or march around protesting, or vandalize like the 



ones who’d spray-painted GLUTEN IS MURDER all over 

the front windows of Mom’s –

Mom! Damn it! 

How had she gotten so distracted that she’d lost sight 

of why they were here in the first place? 

At her urging, they moved on, despite the kids wanting

to stop and watch some sort of wacky capture-the-flag game 

where teams had built forts out of hay bales and bundled 

grain-sheaves, defending them with baguettes wielded like 

boffer-swords and dinner rolls hurled snowball-fight style. 

Then they wanted to stop again for a slapstick puppet show 

involving three bumbling brothers trying to catch a wily 

sheep. A unicycle-riding juggler … a folk-trio of guitarist, 

drummer, and singer doing harvest ballads … a balloon 

artist making green-and-gold grain-stalks … 

“Hey,” Dale said, catching Vickie’s attention. “Check it 

out.”



She looked over at one of the larger open-sided 

structures, bedecked with hanging and freestanding PGI 

banners. Rising aluminum bleacher-style seating faced a 

main stage, where a tall, striking, older man was delivering a

multi-media presentation somewhere between 

“stockholder’s meeting” and “late-night infomercial.” He 

had presence and charisma, and a silver-fox vibe that 

reminded her of Food Network’s Geoffrey Zakarian or 

CNN’s Anderson Cooper. With a carrying, melted-butter 

voice, he told them how PGI was going to change the world 

with its revolutionary retro-engineered proto-grain 

products. And how you, yes, you, could be involved! 

“Who’s he?” she asked. 

Dale shrugged, but a stocky bikery guy next to them 

heard and answered. “Him? That’s Iain MacLugh, babydoll! 

Founder of PGI. The main man himself!”



“Seriously?” Dale, who normally would’ve bristled at 

anybody calling her ‘babydoll,’ only shifted to get a better 

view of the stage. “The company CEO, huckstering at the 

fair?”

It was the bikery guy who bristled. “Huckstering? He 

should be above all this, you think? Ivory tower glass 

penthouse, no rubbing elbows with the plebs? Too good to 

walk among us?”

Nonplussed, Vickie and Dale fumbled through some 

sort of apology, and edged themselves and the kids a ways 

further on. 

MacLugh’s audience – a packed crowd; again, of all 

ages, ethnicities, and apparent lifestyles – clapped and 

carried on as if they were attending more of a political rally 

or church tent revival than a corporate sales pitch. Some 

called out “thank grain!” and “the past is the future!” at 

spontaneous random intervals. Some waved toy scythes and



sickles, the fruits of the balloon-artist’s efforts, or actual 

dried sheaves.

Around the edges, at folding tables decked with green 

and gold bunting, more attendants in white jumpsuits with 

green logos took signups for mailing lists and petitions, 

polls, and entries for giveaways. Others handed out 

pamphlets and brochures, keychains, stickers, pens, buttons,

and similar little freebie swag trinkets.

Emma and Jacob began clamoring for stickers, while 

Lauren picked up a booklet about urban farming – crops 

instead of lawns, communal gardens, planting fruit-bearing 

trees in public parks, etc.

“What is all this?” Vickie heard herself murmur. 

“Dunno,” Dale said, “but soon as there’s any mention 

of bonfires or a harvest queen, we are out of here.”

She nodded, only half-listening to him because 

MacLugh the charismatic silver fox went striding up and 



down the stage, like a TV preacher or game-show host, 

saying something about how PGI’s special ultra-blend flour 

could be used in any recipe, was gluten-free lactose- and 

allergen-friendly, and naturally fortified with all the 

proteins, calcium, vitamins, and other nutrients. 

“That’s right!” he told the ecstatic audience. “Simply 

combine it with varying ratios of water – the purer the 

better, of course! – and you’ll have a dough suitable for 

biscuits, pancakes, muffins, bread, or anything else you care 

to bake! Since no eggs, oil, or butter is needed, the results are

also entirely vegan, entirely ethical, and capable of meeting a

body’s every dietary requirement! That’s right, folks … 

we’ve finally done it … finally disproved the old saying … 

now, with PGI, man can live by bread alone!”

The crowd went bonkers with whoops and applause, 

more than a few springing to their feet, three or four even 



flinging themselves on the straw-strewn ground like 

genuine holy rollers. 

There was more, stuff about the beneficial effects on 

ecology and environment as well as economy … the 

hardiness and durability of high-yield crops suitable for 

even the harshest climates, ending hunger and poverty as 

the world knew it … combating climate change and 

malnutrition … reducing meat and milk consumption, 

slaughterhouses, animal cruelty … 

“Cows are responsible for a lot of methane contributing 

to global warming,” Lauren said. “And the inhumane way 

they’re treated, kept in cages ...”

“Speaking of animals,” MacLugh continued, “let us not 

forget our furry friends! PGI’s new lines of ultra-grain pet 

foods will provide everything necessary to keep dogs, cats – 

even zoo animals! – happy, healthy, and satisfied! They 

won’t be deprived. Neither will your family! Forget trying to



trick your children with cauliflower ‘nuggets’ or convince 

your carnivorous cousin to try ‘impossible’ fake meat 

products … who needs any of that when you can serve them

up a golden loaf of fresh-baked bread? They’ll soon forget 

they ever ate anything else! They soon won’t want anything 

else!”

Dale scoffed a bit at that. “Yeah, right … I mean, okay, 

the bread was really good, but …”

“Really, really good,” Jacob said. “I don’t want stupid 

old regular bread anymore.”

“Good bread good bread yummy-nummy-yummy 

bread!” Emma crowed from her stroller, waving her tiny 

fists. 

MacLugh, having worked his listeners into a frenzy, 

wasn’t done yet. “Say goodbye to junk foods filled with 

processed sugar, chemicals, artificial colors and flavors! Say 

goodbye to eating disorders, diet-shaming, and high-cost 



low-yield weight loss programs! And for those of you out 

there who enjoy a drink or two --” He swept them with a 

charming, knowing, don’t-we-all / you-and-me-both smile 

of self-deprecation. “-- you’ll be delighted to hear that adult 

beverages brewed from PGI products, be they beer or more 

potent grain whiskeys, will still have all the beneficial 

effects, while combating the more harmful and addictive 

components contributing to alcoholism!”

More cheers, more applause. Somehow, without Vickie 

being entirely conscious of their doing so, the five of them 

had drifted well into the structure to join the enrapt, jubilant 

crowd. 

It had been really good bread … 

And now he was going on about how much easier it’d 

make mealtimes. No more arguments over what to have for 

dinner night after night after night, no more bickering in the 

grocery store. No more trying to accommodate fussy eaters 



or having to debate over whether a request was due to 

actual medical concerns, being on a diet, religious 

restrictions, mere preference, or just being difficult.

Which, frankly, would be a miracle … Lauren had gone 

through the usual “I’m a vegetarian now, gol!” phase a couple

of years ago, a colossal pain in the butt for the whole family 

… Dale’s brief trend-inspired foray into paleo-keto-whatever

had been another … Vickie supposed her own occasional 

“Mommy needs to lose twenty pounds so we all eat low-fat”

campaigns hadn’t gone over so well either … her sister-in-

law’s supposed allergies that only ever kicked in when they 

went out to a restaurant and she could make a big deal to the

wait staff … 

An end to all that? 

What was the catch? There had to be a catch. Didn’t 

there? Maybe not bonfires or harvest queens, but … 

“Nana,” Emma said.



Vickie twitched guiltily. Damn it! She’d gotten 

distracted again from their whole purpose here –

Then she realized what her youngest was saying, what 

Emma meant, and her jaw dropped. 

“-- pleasure beyond measure to introduce,” Iain 

MacLugh proclaimed, “PGI’s newest vice president, and 

official liaison with the International Bakers’ Guild … a 

warm welcome, please, for Ruth Avery!”

“Mom …?” Vickie breathed. 

The woman crossing the stage as the crowd clapped 

and cheered could have been mistaken for Dame Helen 

Mirren at a red-carpet awards show, gowned in gold. Her 

formerly beauty-shopped blue rinse perm had been allowed 

to go its natural frosted platinum, styled into a flattering 

wedge-cut. Her eyes had never been brighter, her smile 

never wider. She looked years younger than Vickie 



remembered, skin smoother, movements elegant and 

graceful. 

But, yes, it was her.  

Iain MacLugh met her approach with gentlemanly, 

outstretched hands. As she clasped them, he leaned in to 

brush a Hollywood-style kiss to her cheek. 

“Thank you, Iain,” she said. “Thank you, everyone. 

And thank grain.”

“Thank grain!” came the resounding chorus in reply. 

Then MacLugh turned them so that they both faced the 

exultant crowd. 

“Good people of Grainville,” he said, “I present to you 

… my fiancee, and your harvest queen!”

*


